Boston theater groups. Tickets for March 21 Weekend production of the Staff Players since 1922, at 8:00 P.M. The production is being directed by Myldred Foley, Instructor in the Department of Speech, and revised by the three-act mystery are available standing performance.

For expert typing and microfilming—CARBON LETTER SERVICE Bring us your paper or types. Your writing deserves the very best of reproduction—BOSTON. Call your local newspaper. служит для сохранения отпечатков.
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said Rev. MacKenzie after the reading of the service. And yet those who have married are in trouble with a shorter help, then according to "The Catholic doctrine, God will give in unlimited quantities. Why? Because God is the third party to the marriage. "If God's help is sought the worst undertakes can be borne.

Why is it that God insist on the perpetration and exclusiveness of marriage? "Because marriage is the permanent institution for the propagation of human life, the constitution of families, and the doing of God's ways," said Rev. MacKenzie.
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